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Overview

Virtual Impact Sessions are monthly, online national level training events for commissioners. These sessions are focused on a single topic. The size of the group is smaller so that there can be effective large and small group discussions.

The sessions are scheduled for 2 hours that will focus entirely on the specific topic. There will also be an optional 30-minute Q&A session with the National Commissioner Service Chair.

1:00pm – 3:00pm EASTERN Time - Virtual Impact Session
3:00pm – 3:30pm EASTERN Time – National Commissioner Service Chair Q&A session

Conference Descriptions

October 16, 2021 – Key technology tools for District Commissioners: Which ones and why.

This session will be a focused review of technology that will assist District Commissioners as they perform their day to day functions. Target participants: District Commissioners. All are Welcome.

November 13, 2021 – Commissioner Culture: What is it and Why is it important?

The National Commissioner Service Team recently articulated the desired commissioner culture as we move forward. This session will be an opportunity to discuss the topic of culture and why it is important. Target participants: All Commissioners.